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1. Introduction 

Theoretical tools to deal with many-body systems at finite temperatures were developed 

long ago. But the observation in the early eighties of collective dipole oscillations in hot 

nuclei up to temperatures of an order of several MeV [1] gave a strong impact on the 

renewed interest in the field. Shortly after the dis~overy of a giant dipole resonance in hot 

nuclei several theoretical investigations were performed where a linear response theory at 

finite temperature was explored [2] 1• Later on more elaborated approaches were suggested 

and applied to the problem of temperature dependence of the GDR width in hot nuclei [4]. 

A standard technique of treating quantum many-body systems at finite temperature T is 

the thermal Green function (Matsubara) method. But in the early seventies an alternative 

approach - the thermo-field dynamics (TFD) [5, 6] - was formulated. In the present 

context TFD has at least two appealing features: a) temperature effects arise explicitly 

as T -dependent vertices, providing a good starting point for various approximations; b) 

generalization to the time-dependent situation is easy since temperature and time are 

independent variables in TFD. Both the features allow for straightforward extensions 

of well-established zero-temperature approximations, as it was already demonstrated in 

[7, 8]. Recently, by the use of the TFD formalism a new approximate method going 

beyond the thermal RPA (TRPA) has been proposed [9] to describe collective excitations 

in hot finite Fermi systems. This method called the thermal renormalized RPA (TRRPA) 

is an extension to finite temperature of the so-called extended RPA of Ken-ji Hara [10]. 

New approximate methods of a nuclear structure theory are usually examined by 

applying them to simple exactly soluble models in order to gain some insights into a range 

of their validity. One of the widely used models is the two level schematic shell model, 

which possesses the SU(2) symmetry and is often called the SU(2) or Lipkin- Meshkov 

- Glick (LMG) model [11]. This well-known model has been used many times to justify 

approximate methods of the many-body theory at finite temperature as well. For example, 

the works [7, 12] have focused on boson expansion methods ard symmetry breaking in hot 

LMG-systems. The so-called mixed state representation has been formulate~ and then 

applied to the LMG- model in refs. [13~16]. The thermal Hartree- Fock approximation 

(THFA) [15] as well as TRPA [16] have been studied within the approach. The .THFA 

and the static path approximation were also analyzed within the LMG- model in ref. [17]. 

In the present paper, we investigate the accuracy and the range of validity of TRRPA 

by comparing it with exact calculations for the grand canonical ensemble with the LMG

model. Moreover, a comparison with THFA and TRPA is also made. 

The organization of the paper is as follows. Basic elements of the formalism of thermo-

1 It is worthwhile mentioning that some aspects of collective motion in hot nuclei have also been studied 
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field dynamics are given in Section 2.'. In' Section 3 a deri~tion of the TRRPA equations 

for the LMG- model based on the.TFD formalism is presented. The necessary formulae 

for the exact numerical grand canonical calculations with the LMG-moael a~e given in 

Section 4. The results of approximate methods and their comparison with the exact ones 

are discussed in Section 5. Section 6 contains the summary and brief concluding remarks. 

2. Thermo field dynamics: basic elements 

To be more understandable while describing approximate methods, we briefly recapitulate 

. the formalism of thermo-field dynamics (see, refs.[5-7, 18, 19]). 

The extension of quantum field theory to finite temperature requires the field degrees 

of freedom to be doubled. In TFD, the doubling is achieved by introducing an additional 

tilde space. A tilde conjugate operator A is assigned to an operator A (acting in ordinary 

space) through the tilde conjugation rules 

(AB) = AB; (ai+bB) =a*~+ b* B, 

where A and B represent ordinary operators and a and b are c-numbers. The asterisk 

denotes the complex conjugation. The tilde operation commutes with hermitian conju

gation. and any tilde and non-tilde operators are assumed to commute or anticommute 

with each other. A double application of tilde operation changes a sign of a fermionic 

·operator and saves it for a bosonic one. The whole Hilbert space of a heated system is a 

direct product· of ordinary and tilde spaces. A formal quantity playing a central role in 

the present discussion is the so-called thermal Hamiltonian 

1l=H-H 

The operator 1l serves to translate temperature dependent wave functions along the time 

axis. It means that an "excitation spectrum" of a hot system (or, in other words, a set 

of energies corresponding to the thermal equilibrium states) should be obtained by the 

diagonalization of tl. 
The temperature-dependent vacuum I\J!0 (T)) is the eigenvector of 1l with eigenvalue 0 

1lllllo(T)) = 0. 

If one determines the thermal vacuum state as 

I\J!o(T)) = /m , 

1 
n lm\\ L exp(- :;)In) 0lii), 

n 

where En, In) and Iii) are eigenvalues, eigenvectors and their tilde counterparts of the 

Hamiltonian H, respectively, the expectation value (\J!o(T)IOI\J!o(T)) will exactly corre

spond to the grand canonical ensemble average « 0 » of a given observable 0. 
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In practice, it is impossible to find an exact thermal vacuum for afull Hamilt"onian 

of a many-body system. In setting up approximate schemes, the usual starting point is 

. the thermal mean-field approximation. In this case, the th~rmal vacu~m I\J!o(T)) is an 

eigenvector of the uncorrelated thermal Hamiltonian . . . 

1lMFiO(T)) = (HMF- HMF)iO(T)) ~ L£;(ata;- ata;)IO(T)) = 0. (1) 
i. 

The solutions of eq. 1 define the vacuuin IO(T)) for so-called thermal quasiparticles {3,[3 

. {3; ~ x;a; _:__ y;at 
[3; := x;ii; + y;at 

f3dO(T)~ = /3;IO(T)) = 0 .. 

(2) 

The coefficients x;, y; are dependent on the thermal F~rmi occupation: pr~babilities of the 

states at IO) ( IO) is a vacuum for a;) . 

:C,i = Vl - f; , y; = JT:, k'= 
1 

. , (3) 

Transformation (2) is a unitary transformation and thus conserves the commutation re

lations. It is often called the.thermal Bogoliubov,transformation. 

3. Thermal renormalized RPA with the LMG- model 

Now we apply the TFD formalism to evaluate the TRRPA equations for the LMG- model. 

A more general consideration of the approxi1llation can be found in. refs. [9, 18]. 

We use the version of the LMG- model with an interaction acting between a pair of 

particles with parallel spins only. The ·~odel system consists of N fermions distributed 

over two levels with degeneracy n (n = N). The energy of the lower and upper level is 

-t:/2 and +t:/2, respectively. Thus, the Hamiltonian has "the form 

• 1 . . . 
HLMG = £1z- 2V (J+J+ + J_J_) , (4) 

where. the operators of quasispin J, and its components J+, J_, Jz are defined as follows: . . . - ,. .· ';; .. 

2 1 . . .. ·. . 2 
J = 2 (J+J_ + J_J+).+ Jz ' 

n · · .· · n· . 1 ' . (. )+· ' ' 1 

Jz = 2 2:: (4va2p- aivaip) , J+ = l:>tpalp, J_ = J+ 
p=l p=l 

Indices "1" and "2" label the lower and upper levels,' respectively, index p enumerate! 

the sublevels. · · 
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The thermal model Hamiltonian 1{LMa is equal to HL;..a- iiLMa· At the first step. 

we like to formulate the thermal Hartree - Fock approximation. To this aim, we make a 

unitary transformation D from the initial particle operators a~, a;p to the Hartree- Fock 

quasiparticle operators a~, a;p (20] 2 

a~ = D;1 ajP + D;2atP 

a;p = v;l Otp + Di2a2p. 

(5) 

and then the thermal Bogoliubov transformation (2) from a, a to thermal quasiparticles. 

At T = 0 one determines the matrix D (5) iii such a way that the ground state energy 

of the system (i.e. the average of HLMG over the HF vacuum state) is minimized. 

Now we determine both the D and { x, y} transformations together under the condi

tion for the system to be in the thermal equilibrium at T = const. It means that we have 

to find~ minimu~ of the free energy F = E- TS- >.N (see, e.g. (14]), where E is the 

intrinsic energy of the heated system and S is the entropy. 
In accordance with the TFD prescriptions, the energy [$ is equal to the expectation 

value of HLMa(f3+,(3,/3+,/3) over the thermal vacuum state IO(T)) (see Sect. 2) If the 

coefficients D;;' are parametrized as in (20] 

Dn = D22 =cosO, D12 = -D21 = exp(irp)sinB 

one gets the following expression for E = {O(T)IHIO(T)): 

d! · [ xo(Y2 
- y

2
) ] E= 2(y~-yi) cos28- 2

2 
1 sin 228cos2rp 

where Xo is the effective coupling constant 

V(O -1) 
Xo = c 

The entropy of the system is 

S = -20 L (y?Jny; + x; lnx;). (6) 
i=1,2 

, After variation ofF over 8, cp, x;, y; and ).. taking into account the constraints x~+Y? o= 1, 

one finds two different solutions depending on the value of the effective coupling constant 

Xo and temperature T. 
The first solution (the normal phase) exists if x(T) = xo(ft- h) :::; 1. It corresponds 

to the following values of variables: 

8 = 0, rp = 0, t:(T) = t:, ).. = 0, 

2The tilde a and a operators are connected by the complex conjugate transformation D", 
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ft:2 = Yu = I+ exp(=t=E/27')' 

ln the normal phasP tlw lhenmtl ground stat<' PnPrgy is 

F: = c:!l(fl - ft) 
2 

and the HartreP - Fock part of t.lw whole thermal Hamiltonian 1{ does not depend on 

tempPratnre 

Hur=E(B-iJ) 

where 
I !l 

H = :2 L (.Jt,Jlf'- JiAv) 
p=l 

Tlw second solution (the de-formed phase•) e·xisls when \ ( T) 

corresponds to the values of variahl<'s 

cos - 120 = \(TJ, y = 0. E(T) = E\(T). ).. = () 

and 
.. I 

fu·= ut.l = I+ e•xp(=t=E(1')/2T). 

The energy of the thermal "defonne\1" ground state is 

d1(h- fi) (\(7') + /T)) 
E = ·1 \ 

\uU1- f2) > 1. It 

In this regim<' the tlwrmal llarln·c·- Fock llamiltonian appPars to lw tPmperaturP

dependent 

.HIIF=E(TJ(JJ-iJ) · 

The value of the chemical potential ,\ is always equal to zero 'due to the synnnetry of thP 

LMG-system (two levels only). 

Thus, we have derived the tlH'nnal li<lrtr<'<'- Fork llamiltonian for llH' L!\J(:- mode·( 

in different regimes. It is worthwhil<' noting that. <'XI~ressi~Ii (G) for t hPent ropy already 

implies that.' we deal with a heated Hyst.c·m of iiHIPpendent HF ;juasipart ii·ks. So, it is not 

a big surprise that we getthe traditional Fermi- Dira~ .fo!·nnilac> (;J) for .r and y. By 

the way, one met tlw same situation whiiP c>valuating the formula<' of tlw t.IH•rmal ll< 'S 

approximation within the TFD formalisn1 [7. 21, 22}. 

After extracting the llartn·•· Fock part. of th<' Hamiltonian (-1) m· lak<' into <HTonnt 

the int.••raction of thermal.qnasipartici!'s. For furtlwr studies \\"e' n<'Pd only that pMl of 
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---1i;.~tG which consists of the terms with an even numbers of both creation and annihilation 

thermal quasiparticle operators (and tlw tlwrmal HF part, ofcourse). Namely, 

1£ = c(T) (B - iJ) -TRPA 

- \/(fl- h)(1 +cos 
2
20) [ (.-1+.4+ + AA)- ( ,4+ ,4+ + AA)] + 

4 F(/I -h) sin 22{} [.4+ A- ,4+ .4) . (7) + -

where n ..;. n 

A+= ,_13+!3+ 
~ 2p Jp~ A.+= l:f3i,/3t,. 
p=l p=l 

The following exact commutation rules are valid for the thermal biquasiparticle oper

ators A, A+, A and .4+: 
n n 

[A, A+]= N- l:!Ji/31p- Lf3t,/i2p• 
p=l p=l 

n n 

[.4,.4+] = N- Lf3i,f3tp- l:/3t,f;2p· 
P'=l p=l 

In TRPA the biquasiparticle operators A and A+ are supposed to be boson operators. 

With the present definition it means that in TRPA the corresponding commutator relation 

is [A, A+] = N. Now in accordance with the idea of ref.(10] (see, also (9, 18)) we suppose 

that 

[A, A+]= [.·1,.4+] = N (l- Pt- p2) =: N (1- 2p). (8) 

The p; are c-numbers and can be treated a~ numbers of thermal quasiparticles in the 

temperature - dependent ground state IWo(T)). This state is not any more the ther

mal Hartree - Fock vacuum state, since we involve into consideration the quasiparticle 

interaction, and will be defined later. Thus, 

I fJ 1 -fJ 
p; = N(Wo(T)IN; IWo(T)) = N(Wo(T)iN; IWo(T)), 

' . 

where Nf is the operator of the number of thermal quasiparticles Nf = I:~=I f3~/3ip. 
The thermal Hamiltonian (7) can be diagonalized in the space of two one-phonon 

states constructed as bilinear forms of the thermal quasiparticle operators 

Qtiwo(T)) = (1/->tA+- <PtA) IWo(T)) 

Qtlwo(T)) = ( 1/J2A+ - <P2A) IWo(T)). (9) 

We define the wave function IWo(T)} as the thermal phonon vacuum, i.e. Q1,21Wo(T)) = 0. 

In contra~t with the thermal Hartree- Fock vacuum state this new thermal ground state 

6 

allows for some kinds of thermal quasiparticle correlations. Also, the role of the Pauli 

principle in its st~ucture is taken into account in a better way than in the TRPA vacuum 

state. 
The states (9) have t~ b'e orthonormal, and taking account of eq. (8) the following 

constraints on the amplitudes 1/' and dJ are derived: 

1/J?- </>~ = (N(1- 2p)J'-1
, i = 1,2. 

The system of equations for 1/J;, ¢; and the phonon frequencies w; is derived by the 

equation of motion method; It appears that only a positive value of w1 and a negative 

value of w2 are allowed under a requirement that the wave functions QiiWo(T)) and 

Qilw0 (T)) are vectors of the Hilbert space. The eigenvalue- eigenvector problem has the 

following solution: 

where 

Wt = w = \/&2- [c-x(T) (1- 2p) (1 + c;s22(})r, 

&-w 
<Pi= 2Nw(1- 2p)' 

w2 = -w , 1/J~ = 1/Ji , q;; = <Pi ' 

& ,;, c-(T) + cx(T) (1- 2p) sin 
2
20 

2 . 
To evaluate the equation for p w~ need an expression for the thermal phonon vacuum 

state. The latter can be derived from the thermal quasiparticle vacuum state IO(T)) by 

a unitary transformation 

IWo(T)) = VRe8 IO(T)), s = 1 <Pt ( 2(1-2p)t/Jt A+A++A.+A.+) _ 

By the use of standard techniques of the operator calculus (10] we get 

1&-w 
p=---

2 Nw 
(10) 

It is int~resting to note that in, the thermodyi).amic limit, i.e. as 'N --7 oo, p vanishes 

and the TRRPA equations are reduced to the TRPA ones. 

4. The grand canonical ensemble calculations with 

the LMG- model ' ~ . 

Our goal is to compare the results of the approximations described in Section 3 with the 

exact calculations for the grand canonical ensemble. In this section, the procedure for 

exact evaluation of the g~and canonical partition function of the LMG~ model is d~scribed. 
''· '. ·,;'! ,' ., 
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The operators of a quasispin and its projections J± and Jz form tpe SU(2) algebra. 

and the quasispin operator commutes with n;Ma: So the Hamiltonian matrix breaks up 

into submatrices 0J of dimension 2J + 1. The LMG- Hamiltonian can be diagonalized 

in each of these subspaces independently. The corresponding eigenvalues are denoted by 

Ef, Ef, ... EfJ+t· They can easily be calculated analytically (for small N) or numerically 

(see, e.g. [23]). 
To calculate the grand canonical partition function besides the eigenvalues Ef, one 

needs degeneracies of the irreducible quasispin representations eJ for different particle 

numbers from the range 0 < N :::; 2!1. To determine the latter, we use the results 

of ref. [15]. The whole number of the ensemble states, i.e., the whole number of the 

eigenstates of the LMG- systems formed by two n- degenerated levels with a number of 

particles varying from 1 to 2!1 is equal to 220 . A particular distribution of give~ number 

of particles over two degenerate levels can be characterized by numbers v1 and 1'2 where 

v
1 

is the number of sublevels occupied by particles on both the lower and upper levels 

and v2 is the number of sublevels occupied on neither the lower nor the upper level. The 

quasispin J of the state is determined by the distributio~ of the rest of particles over 

27 = n - 1/t - 1/2 sublevels. The number 2( 7 + vi) is equal to the number of particles. 

The dimension of the subspace of states with v1 occupied and v2 empty sublevels is 

22T. There exist n!/(27)!v1!v2! such distinct subspaces for fixed 7 and v1 • Each of them 

may be deCOmposed intO irreducible S\lbSpaceS With fixed quasispin ValUeS eT (appearing 

Once), eT-1 (appearing g'[ times), eT-2 (appearing 92 times), ... , eT-k (appearing gl, 

times), ... ' eT-[T] (appearing 9[T] times). Here 

(27)! 
g~ = k!(27- k)! 

(27)! 

(k -1)!(27- k + 1)!' 

and [7] = 7, if 7 is integer, [7] = 7- 1/2 if 7 is half-integer. 

Thus, the exact grand partition function of our LMG ensemble is 

Z(T) = L n! "'gT "'exp [ E:;,-k- 2(7 + vt)A] 
(27)!vl!v2! ~ k ~ T 

'"I"'2 k m 

(11) 

The expressions for average energy, quasispin z-projection and the total fermion number 

with Z(T) (11) can be found in refs. [15, 24]. 

5. Results and discussion 

The numerical calculations are performed for the LMG- system with N = 10 and t: = 1, 

i.e. we adopt t: as an energy unit. 

Let us consider first the dependence of w on T (Fig. 1 ). It seems appropriate to 

distinguish two cases: a) Xo < 1; b) Xo > 1. A key for understanding a displayed 
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behaviour of w(T) is that in the present version of the .LMG- model heating effectively 

weakens the interaction of pa;ticles since at T =J 0 the' effective coupling constant .\IJ is 

multiplied by a tJieriltal f~ctor / 1 - h < I;. hence x(T) < Xo and x(T) vanishes when 

'/'-too. In the cas~ a) ~h~ LMG- system is in the normal phase at T = 0 and stays ther<' 

when T -too. TIIC'n w ~ t: with increasing T due to vanishingoftheeffectiveinteraction. 

A picture is more complic'atcd if '(o > I. Then, the LYIG- system is in thP deforine.d 

phase at T = 0. In this'phase the dist<jnC<' between si;Igle-partide le\'C•Is is proportional 

to \l(f1 - h) and goes down when teinperal nrc increases. As a n·sult. the energy ..... of 

the excited state goes down as well. But near the !>oint T = ~In -I ' 0+
1
1 ~ 1.0. where r:r .. '\o-

the temperature dependent. effective coupling constant x(T) = I, I he• rearrangement of 

the Ilarl.ree Fock field (i.e: the phase transition) occurs and at T > 'I:, the L:O.IG

system appears to lw already in the nonual phase. Note that within THI'A the energy ..... 

vanishes at T = '/~, whereas within TRHI'A w stays finite. With a furthn incn•ase in T 

w starts to increase ami again goes to E when T -t oo. As OJH' can sec i11 Fig. I. within 

TH IU'A the phase transition app<'<trs at a slightly lower tempera! un· than within TH 1':\. 

The reason for this will be discussed later on. Then• is a noticeable• diffen•nn• between 

the TRRI'A and TIU'A results only near the critical tt•mperat ure, and at nnKh lower or 

higher T both the approximations give rlose results. A temperatuw dep••ndenn· of ..... on 

'/'within TRI'A was' also studied in [12]. The results an• in complete agn·•·nH·nt with the 

present ones. The same is true for l!te Til FA calculations· of refs. [15. II]. 

Now we discuss '/' -dependencie~ of the intrinsic energy (//} aJtd the averag•• value of 

quasispin ;,-projection {Jz} as well as a partirle'numlwr variance D,;\". 

The exact values (H LMa}acB• {.Jz}c;cB and 6.N ocB hav<' bc•en calculated with t lw grand 

canonical partition funct.ion (II). The expressions for{//}.{./=} and ~.\' in THHI':\ aw 

obt;tined by evaluation of the expectation values of the corresponding operators o\·er tIt .. 

thermal vacuum st:ate IW 0 ('1')} .. While evaluating {II}T 1w 1·A the thermal llartr!'!'- Fock 

ground state energy /~ has to be taken into <tccount as well 

n(h _ Jt)(l- 2p) [E _ q('/') sin 220] 

(1/}THH/'A = 2 • ([ _ w) (t:('f') + u.') 

+ ~ 2w 
(.fz- ft) 2 +I 

X '2(.f'2.- .fj) . ( 1'2) 

The expression for (H}THI'A .. ClUJ be d(,rived from (12) _if 'one puts p = 0. Tlw TIIF:\ 

ground state energy H of both the phases has lwetievilltwted in S•·ct ion :1. 

The results of all three approximations together \vith tlw !'Xad otu· an• displa~···d 

in Fig. 2. Three typical cases ;m• shown: a) .a weak couplin~ casc• \o = ll.:l: h) an 

intermediate coupliitg case Xu= 0.95; c) a strong nJllplin~ case \o = -1.0. :\t \o = tl."l 
the results of TliRPA,'TRI'A and Til FA are very clos" to •·adt ot lll'r ami to t lw •·xact 

one thougl; fc;rmally tlii; THRI'A curve is closer to th<; c•xact: n•sult. :\lore inl!·r!'st in!!: is 
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the case b) (it has already been discussed in. [24]). At xo = 0.95 th<' system is close to 

the phase transition point. Here, the advantages. of TRRPA appear to he most evident.. 

The difference between the approximations is noticeable when T < 0.3 - 0.5 and again 

with the increase in T, results of different approximations approach the exact mie. In the 

case c) the LMG- system is in the deformed phase at T = 0. Although the interaction 

is strong, the results of TRRPA, TRPA and THFA do not deviate far from each other at 

T < T". It means that already THFA is good ~nough to allow for the main part of thermal 

quasiparticle correlations and the other approximations give only minor corrections to 

THFA. But in the vicinity ofT" TRRPA is ag~in the best approximation. 

One could already notice that if Xo > 1, ''all the three approximations predict the 

phase transition in the system with the increase in T. The transition between the two 

phases manifests itself as a break point of the intrinsic energy (H) in THFA and TRRPA 

and as a singular point of this function in TRPA. Obviously, the phase transition docs 

not occur in reality, i.e. in exact calculations. This is quite a typical situation when 

approximate methods are applied to study finite many-body systems. TIIFA, TRPA and 

TRRPA predict phase transitions of different characters; also a quality of the description 

of a system evolution in the vicinity of a critical temperature is different. It is more 

clearly seen in Fig. 3, where a dependence of a heat capacity C on T for the three values 

of Xo is displayed. The heat capacity is calculated as a partial derivative with respect 

to T of the intrinsic energy (12): C = D < H > /DT. At any value of xo the exact 

heat capacity as a function of T has quite a sharp maximum at T ": 0.5. At the weak 

interaction case all the three approximations describe C(T) well. But in the cases b) and 

c) all the approximations demonstrate much sharper behaviour of C in the region of the 

maximum. Moreover, in the case c) maxima of approximate functions are at noticeably 

higher temperatures than that of exact one. Note also that C(T) calculated within TRPA 

has a singular discontinuity at T = 7~, whereas the THFA and TRRPA heat capacities 

have jump discontinuities only. 
As it is seen in Fig. 2c, the phase transition in TRRPA occurs at slightly lower T 

than in TRI'A and THFA. In these two approximations the phase transition is at the 

same value '(, because the rearrangement of the Hartree- Fock field and the collapse of 

the TRPA collective state are at the same value of x(T). Within TRRPA a picture of 

.the phase transition is the following. In the vicinity of T<, one can compare the values of 

(1/)n<I<I'A calculated with the two different mean field configurations corresponding to two 

phases. It ap1wars that the value of (H)rnr<PA corresponding to the normal phase remains 

lower than tlw value of (11),.1"',.A calculated with the deformed mean field at T < T<, 

(hc,re '(, is the critical temperature of the phase transition in THFA). In other words, 

within TH.RI'A the normal phase of the LMG- system survives ·in a larger temperature 

range than within Til FA or TRPA. This fact is intimately connected with the behaviour 
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of the collective state energy as a function of the coupling constant. One cannot calculate 

(H)TRPA at x(T) :> Xcr beca~s~ the value of w is imaginary there. But 'within TRRPA 

it is possible because.w ~emains real and finite at any value of x(T). 
The expectatio~ value of the operator J. is proportional to the difference of the 

numbers of particles on the lower and upper levels of the system. Hence, with the increase 

in T J.-+ 0. But the behaviour of J. appears to be dependent on Xo· The expressions 

for J. for the different phases have the following forms: .· 

{ 

O(h- h)(l - 2P) (Normal phase) 

(J.)rRRP~ = :~.(,1;- 2~! (Deformed phase) 

Note that within THFA and TRPA the expression for (J.) appears to be the same. In 

the deformed phase (J,) does not depend on temperature: This seems to be the result 

of the two opposite tendencies. With the increase in T the difference ft- !2 (and hence 

the value N1 - N2 ) decreases but at the same time the difference of the energies of the 

single-particle levels decreases (see the corresponding expression for c:(T) in Sect.3) and 

this compensates the first effect. 
As one can see in Fig. 4, the results of different approximations in the normal phase 

(the cases b) and c) are very close to each other as well as to the exact one. The largest 

difference between them is ~ 10% at Xo = 0.95 and T ~ 0:1. Nevertheless, formally the 

results of TRRPA are in better agreement with the exact ones than those of TRPA (and 

THFA). The worst agreement with the exact result is for the strong couplingcase (Fig. 4c). 

First, in the deformed phase the exact curve manifests quite a non-trivial dependence 

of (Jz)acE on T, which can hardly be approximated by the constant predicted by our 

approximate methods. Moreover, at T > T<,, i.e. in the normal phase, the exact value 

(J,)acE goes to zero faster than the approximate one (J.)TRRPA. The absolute value 

of the difference between the approximate and exact results is also the largest for the 

strong coupling case. In spite of these discrepancies one can 'make a conclusion about a 

qualitative agreement between the c:xact and approximate results in this case too. 

The expression for the particle number variance ~NTRRPft is 

f:l.NTRRPA = y'2Nj1!2(l- 2p) · 

This expression is valid both in the normal and deformed phase. While evaluating the 

above formula we face a difficulty to calculate the matrix element (w0 (T)IN2!Wo(T)), 
where N is the particle number operator in the ordinary space. This matrix element was 

expanded 'on the TRRPA phonon (9) basis. Then, in this expansio.n only the phonon 

vacuum and two-phonon terms were taken into account [25]. The two-phonon terms give 
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a correction of an order of~ Op. A contribution ~f four-phonon and even more complex 

terms seems to be small. 
The results of calculations of /:).N are pre~ented in Fig. 5. In the cases of weak and 

intermediate couplings the difference between exact and approximated results is negligible 

(2~3%), though formally the TRRPA curve is cl~ser to the exact one. In the strong 

coupling case the exact and approximat r~sults. differ noticeably only in the vicinity of 

Tcr. Here, TRRPA works evidently better than the other two approximations (their 

results coincide with each other). From the expression for /:).N one can see that in TRPA 

and THFA the particle number fluctuations have only the thermal origin (we deal wit.h 

the grand canonical ensemble). At the same time, within TRRPA quantum fluctuations 

exist as well. Note that quantum fluctuations slightly damp thermal ones. The reason 

for this destructive interference of the two types of fluctuations seems to be the· Pauli 

principle. The norivanishing p values mean that the single-particle levels ·are already 

partially occupied and this is an obstacle for their thermal feeding with the increase in 

temperature. But the link between the quantum and thermal fluctuations appears to be 

quite intimate because, when T -+ 0 the particle variance vanishes, i.e. the quantum 

fluctuations disappear together with the thermal ones. 

6. Concluding remarks 

The thermodynamic properties of the Hamiltonian of the two-level model of Lipkin, 

Meshkov and Glick have been calculated with the approximate methods of a many-body 

theoryat finitetemperatures and compared with the exact grand canonical calculations. 

The equations of the approximate methods - TRRPA, TRPA and THFA - have been 

evalu~ted with the formalism of the thermo field dynamics. 

On the whole, the TRRPA results arc in better agreement with the exact ones than 

the results of TRPA and THFA. This is most evident when the system is in the vicinity 

of the phase transition point. Actually, the exact calculations do not demonstrate the 

phase transition and its appearance is a result of the approximations. But among the 

approximations studied in the present work the TRRPA curves agree with the exact 

.calculations near the point of rearrangement of the thermal Hartree - Fock field better 

than the other ones. At the phase transition point the heat capacity has only a jump 

discontinuity in TRRPA whereas it has a singular. point (as well as (II)) in TRPA. Though 

in THFA C(T) has also a jump discontinuity, TRRPA produces much better agreement 

for the absolute values of (H) above the phase transition. 

The main reason for these TRRPA advantages is allowance for a nonvanishing number 

.of the thermal quasiparticles in the TRRPA thermal ground state. Due to this, the role 

of .the Pauli principle is taken into account more properly than in the standard TRPA. 
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As a rule, the p value is not large but it reaches the maximum near and at the phase 

transition point (see (10) and Fig. 1 ), and this explains our results. Also, the shift of 

the phase transition temperature in TRRPA as compared to TRPA (and THFA) seems 

to be a quite interesting result. This shift pushes the maximum of the heat capacity in 

the right direction (Fig. 4c). With increasing T and N, results of all the approximate 

methods improve rapidly and at T 2: 3~: the difference between exact and approximate 

results is invisible. 
The approach of Ken-ji Hara [10] that was extended to finite temperatures in the 

present work is one of the simplest and well-kt1own approximations going beyond RPA. 

The RPA approach has known many other generalizations over the past decades. The 

renormalized RPA proposed by Rowe [26] was already more elaborated than that of 

ref [10]. Many other papers can be pointed out as well [27, 25, 28] and this list. of 

references is obviously not complete. Most of the improvements suggested in the cited 

papers have not yet been considered for hot Fermi- systems with only afew exceptions 

[18, 19, 28]. We suppose to continue our efforts in this direction. 
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